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Introduction

In August 2021, the Strategic Multilayer Assessment (SMA) 
team launched its inaugural Survey for Eliciting Expert 

Knowledge (SEEK) outreach effort. 

SEEK is a new, online capability for tapping into the collective 
knowledge, experience, and wisdom of the 5000+ person 

SMA community of interest to generate crowdsourced 
insights on targeted questions of interest.

As part of this inaugural SEEK effort, SMA conducted two 
separate surveys. This report presents the results of those 

two surveys.

SURVEY 1
FOCUS

Deterrence and strategic stability

DESIGN
Three targeted multiple-choice questions

PARTICIPATION
199 survey respondents

SURVEY 2
FOCUS

Threats and opportunities: 
Perceptions of China, Russia, Iran, and DPRK

DESIGN
16 open-ended questions

PARTICIPATION
24 survey respondents



Survey 1: Overview of Questions and Respondents

Survey 1 focused on deterrence and strategic stability. 

Respondents were presented with three primary questions 
(listed below) and asked to select one of the presented 

multiple choice answers offered for each question. 

[Q1] Please indicate which of the following statements most 
closely represents your view of force posture required to 

maintain strategic stability among the US and Russia and the 
US and China into the future. 

[Q2] In your estimation, within the next fifteen years, what is 
the likelihood of the US being involved in a conflict with China 
or Russia in which any side seriously considers using nuclear 

weapons?

[Q3] In your estimation, within the next fifteen years, what is 
the likelihood of the US being involved in a conflict with a 

regional nuclear state in which any side seriously considers 
using nuclear weapons?

Respondents were also asked several demographic questions 
(affiliation, age, level of relative expertise). The general 

breakdown of the respondents is presented here.
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Survey 1, Question 1: What We Asked

Q1 asked about preferences in relation to US nuclear force posture required for maintaining strategic 
stability, asking:

Please indicate which of the following statements most closely represents your view of force 
posture required to maintain strategic stability among the US and Russia and the US and China into 

the future. 

• PRC + RU: The US must possess a nuclear force capable of delivering retaliatory strikes against simultaneous 
Chinese and Russian nuclear attack, even at the expense of fueling a serious three-party arms race. 

• EXPANSION BEYOND PRESENT: The US does not need a nuclear force capable of delivering retaliatory strikes 
against simultaneous Chinese and Russian nuclear attack, but it will need to expand its nuclear force beyond 

current levels in order to deter both.

• PARITY WITH WEAKER: The US does not need a nuclear force capable of delivering retaliatory strikes against 
simultaneous Chinese and Russian nuclear attack. Such a force is unnecessary for deterring China and Russia 
individually, acting in concert, or conducting simultaneous but independent attacks. Rather, the US needs a 

nuclear force at parity with the weaker of the two.

• NO EXPANSION: The US must avoid conducting nuclear force modernization or other programs in ways that 
expand its nuclear capabilities, as doing so would undermine strategic stability by incentivizing Chinese-Russian 

coordination to counter the US. 



Survey 1, Question 1: Overall Response

An overwhelming majority of respondents (79%) 
selected that some level of expansion of US 

nuclear force capability is necessary to maintain 
strategic stability among the US, Russia, and China 

into the future.

Nearly half of the respondents (48%) specifically 
selected that the US should expand its nuclear 
force capability beyond present levels but not 
necessarily to a level required for delivering 

retaliatory strikes against simultaneous Russian 
and Chinese nuclear attack.  
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Survey 1, Question 2: What We Asked

Q2 asked about perceptions of the likelihood of US-PRC or US-Russia conflict in which a side seriously 
considers nuclear use, asking:

In your estimation, within the next fifteen years, what is the likelihood of the US being involved in a 
conflict with China or Russia in which any side seriously considers using nuclear weapons?

• Highly likely (75%-100% chance)
• Very likely (60%-74% chance)

• Quite possible (45%-59% chance)
• Not very likely (25%-44% chance)
• Improbable (10%-24% chance)
• Highly unlikely (0%-9% chance) 



Survey 1, Question 2: Overall Response
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Perhaps not surprisingly, a majority of respondents 
(63%) selected a likelihood in the range of highly 

unlikely to not very likely. 

However, perhaps surprisingly, 38% of respondents 
selected a likelihood in the range of quite possible to 

highly likely. 



Survey 1, Question 3: What We Asked

Q3 asked about perceptions of the likelihood of US v. regional nuclear state conflict in which a side 
seriously considers nuclear use, asking:

In your estimation, within the next fifteen years, what is the likelihood of the US being involved in a 
conflict with a regional nuclear state in which any side seriously considers using nuclear weapons?

• Highly likely (75%-100% chance)
• Very likely (60%-74% chance)

• Quite possible (45%-59% chance)
• Not very likely (25%-44% chance)
• Improbable (10%-24% chance)
• Highly unlikely (0%-9% chance) 



Survey 1, Question 3: Overall Response
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Here again, perhaps not surprisingly, a majority of 
respondents (63%) selected a likelihood in the range 

of highly unlikely to not very likely. 

However, perhaps surprisingly, 36% of respondents 
selected a likelihood in the range of quite possible to 

highly likely. 



Survey 2: Overview of Questions and Respondents

Survey 2 focused on perceived threats and opportunities, and 
the constraints preventing the use of force to resolve and/or 

realize them, for China, Russia, Iran, and DPRK. 

Respondents were presented with four primary questions 
(listed below) for each country and asked to provide a brief 

open-ended response. 

[Q1] What does [country of focus] perceive to be the most 
significant threat to its regime security? 

[Q2] What is the primary constraint stopping [country of focus] 
from using force to resolve this threat?

[Q3] What does [country of focus] perceive to be the biggest 
opportunity for bolstering its governing authority and 

legitimacy?

[Q4] What is the primary constraint stopping [country of focus] 
from using force to realize this opportunity?

Respondents were also asked several demographic questions 
(affiliation, age, level of relative expertise). The general 

breakdown of the respondents is presented here.
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Survey 2, Questions 1-4 (China): What We Asked

Q1-Q4 asked about China’s perceived most significant threats to its regime security and 
opportunities for bolstering its governing authority and legitimacy, asking:

[Q1] What does China perceive to be the most significant threat to its regime security? 

[Q2] What is the primary constraint stopping China from using force to resolve this 
threat?

[Q3] What does China perceive to be the biggest opportunity for bolstering its governing 
authority and legitimacy?

[Q4] What is the primary constraint stopping China from using force to realize this 
opportunity?



Survey 2, Questions 1-4 (China): Overall Response
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Threat Opportunity

The most frequently cited Chinese perceived threats 
by the respondents relate to domestic opposition 

and instability and external malign influence inside 
of China. 

The most frequently cited Chinese perceived 
opportunities by the respondents relate to 
economic growth, territorial expansion, and 

increased Chinese influence. 



Survey 2, Questions 5-8 (Russia): What We Asked

Q5-Q8 asked about Russia’s perceived most significant threats to its regime security and 
opportunities for bolstering its governing authority and legitimacy, asking:

[Q5] What does Russia perceive to be the most significant threat to its regime security? 

[Q6] What is the primary constraint stopping Russia from using force to resolve this 
threat?

[Q7] What does Russia perceive to be the biggest opportunity for bolstering its governing 
authority and legitimacy?

[Q8] What is the primary constraint stopping Russia from using force to realize this 
opportunity?



Survey 2, Questions 5-8 (Russia): Overall Response
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The most frequently cited Russian perceived threats 
by the respondents relate to domestic opposition to 
the Putin regime, increasing Western influence, and

economic instability.

The most frequently cited Russian perceived 
opportunities by the respondents relate to 

increasing Russian influence, decreasing Western 
influence, and ensuring the domestic control of the 

Putin regime.



Survey 2, Questions 9-12 (Iran): What We Asked

Q9-Q12 asked about Russia’s perceived most significant threats to its regime security and 
opportunities for bolstering its governing authority and legitimacy, asking:

[Q9] What does Iran perceive to be the most significant threat to its regime security? 

[Q10] What is the primary constraint stopping Iran from using force to resolve this 
threat?

[Q11] What does Iran perceive to be the biggest opportunity for bolstering its governing 
authority and legitimacy?

[Q12] What is the primary constraint stopping Iran from using force to realize this 
opportunity?



Survey 2, Questions 9-12 (Iran): Overall Response
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The most frequently cited Iranian perceived threats 
by the respondents relate to competing regional 
powers, domestic opposition and instability, and 

foreign malign influence.

The most frequently cited Iranian perceived 
opportunities by the respondents relate to 

expanding Iranian international relationships and 
influence, quelling domestic discontent and 

instability, and strengthening the Iranian economy. 



Survey 2, Questions 13-16 (DPRK): What We Asked

Q13-Q16 asked about Russia’s perceived most significant threats to its regime security and 
opportunities for bolstering its governing authority and legitimacy, asking:

[Q13] What does DPRK perceive to be the most significant threat to its regime security? 

[Q14] What is the primary constraint stopping DPRK from using force to resolve this 
threat?

[Q15] What does DPRK perceive to be the biggest opportunity for bolstering its governing 
authority and legitimacy?

[Q16] What is the primary constraint stopping DPRK from using force to realize this 
opportunity?



Survey 2, Questions 13-16 (DPRK): Overall Response
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The most frequently cited DPRK perceived 
threats by the respondents relate to decreasing 
domestic power and control of the Kim regime, 

interference in DPRK-China relations, and 
economic instability.

The most frequently cited DPRK perceived 
opportunities by the respondents relate to 

advancing DPRK-China relations, strengthening 
the DPRK economy, and increasing DPRK 

international influence.



Survey 1, Question 1: Segmented Response

The following slides in this section provide additional insight 
into the survey 1, question 1 response by detailing the 

respondent selections across demographic segmentations 
(affiliation, age, level of relative expertise). 



Survey 1, Question 1: Segmented Response (Affiliation) 

When the Q1 response is segmented by affiliation, 
we find that: 

An overwhelming majority of US military (91%), 
USG (73%), and private industry and think tank 
(75%) respondents selected that some level of 

expansion of US nuclear force capability is necessary 
to maintain strategic stability among the US, Russia, 

and China into the future.
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Survey 1, Question 1: Segmented Response (Age) 

When the Q1 response is segmented by age, 
we find that: 

An overwhelming majority of those age 21-35 
(100%), 36-45 (95%), 46-60 (69%), and 61+ (76%) 
selected selected that some level of expansion of 

US nuclear force capability is necessary to maintain 
strategic stability among the US, Russia, and China 

into the future.
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Survey 1; Question 1: Segmented Response (Self-Identified Relative Expertise) 

When the Q1 response is segmented by self-identified 
level of relative expertise (1 = no familiarity with 

deterrence and strategic stability; 10 = subject matter 
expert on the topic), 

we find that: 

An overwhelming majority of respondents who self-
identified their expertise as a 6 or above (80%) selected 

that some level of expansion of US nuclear force 
capability is necessary to maintain strategic stability 

among the US, Russia, and China into the future.

Similarly, a majority of respondents who self-identified 
their expertise as a 5 or below (73%) selected that some 

level of expansion of US nuclear force capability is 
necessary to maintain strategic stability among the US, 

Russia, and China into the future.
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Survey 1, Question 2: Segmented Response

The following slides in this section provide additional insight 
into the survey 1, question 2 response by detailing the 

respondent selections across demographic segmentations 
(affiliation, age, level of relative expertise). 



Survey 1, Question 2: Segmented Response (Affiliation) 
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When the Q2 response is segmented by affiliation, 
we find that: 

• At least one respondent from every affiliation selected highly likely. 

• Perhaps surprisingly, just 6% of academia respondents, 5% of USG 
respondents, 7% of US military respondents, and 0% foreign military 

respondents selected highly unlikely. 

• US military respondents most frequently selected improbable (29%), 
not very likely (27%), or quite possible (24%). 

• USG respondents most frequently selected not very likely (43%) or 
quite possible (33%).

• Private industry and think tank respondents most frequently selected 
highly unlikely (33%) or improbable (27%).

• Academia respondents most frequently selected improbable (33%), 
not very likely (33%), or quite possible (22%).



Survey 1, Question 2: Segmented Response (Age) 
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When the Q2 response is segmented by age, 
we find that: 

• At least one respondent from all age groupings except 21-35 selected 
highly likely.

• Respondents age 21-35 most frequently selected not very likely (33%) 
or quite possible (33%). 

• Respondents age 36-45 most frequently selected improbable (32%), 
not very likely (23%), or quite possible (23%). 

• Respondents age 46-60 most frequently selected quite possible
(27%), not very likely, (25%), or improbable (23%). 

• Respondents age 61+ most frequently selected not very likely (33%) 
or quite possible (21%).



Survey 1, Question 2: Segmented Response (Self-Identified Relative Expertise) 
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When the Q2 response is segmented by self-identified level of 
relative expertise (1 = no familiarity with deterrence and 

strategic stability; 10 = subject matter expert on the topic), 
we find that: 

• 93% of respondents that selected highly likely or very likely self-
identified their expertise as a 6 or above.

• Respondents who self-identified their expertise as a 6 or above most 
frequently selected quite possible (27%) or not very likely (25%). 

• Respondents who self-identified their expertise as a 5 or below most 
frequently selected not very likely (33%) or improbable (27%).



Survey 1, Question 3: Segmented Response

The following slides in this section provide additional insight 
into the survey 1, question 3 response by detailing the 

respondent selections across demographic segmentations 
(affiliation, age, level of relative expertise). 



Survey 1: Q3 Segmented Response (Affiliation) 
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When the Q3 response is segmented by affiliation, 
we find that: 

• At least one respondent from every affiliation grouping except 
the USG selected highly likely. 

• Perhaps surprisingly, just 5% of USG respondents, 7% of US 
military respondents, and 0% of foreign military respondents 

selected highly unlikely. 

• US military respondents most frequently selected not very 
likely (37%). 

• USG respondents most frequently selected not very likely
(43%) or quite possible (38%).

• Private industry and think tank respondents most frequently 
selected highly unlikely (37%).

• Academia respondents most frequently selected not very 
likely (39%). 



Survey 1: Q3 Segmented Response (Age) 
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When the Q3 response is segmented by age, 
we find that: 

• At least one respondent from all age groupings except 21-35 
selected highly likely.

• Respondents age 21-35 most frequently selected not very 
likely (56%).

• Respondents age 36-45 most frequently selected 
improbable (32%) or not very likely (23%). 

• Respondents age 46-60 most frequently selected not very 
likely (31%) or quite possible (25%). 

• Respondents age 61+ most frequently selected not very 
likely (46%).



Survey 1: Q3 Segmented Response (Self-Identified Relative Expertise) 
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Segmented by Self-Identified Level of Relative Expertise (count; n=119)
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When the Q2 response is segmented by self-identified level 
of relative expertise (1 = no familiarity with deterrence and 
strategic stability; 10 = subject matter expert on the topic), 

we find that: 

• 94% of respondents that selected highly likely or very likely self-
identified their expertise as a 6 or above.

• Respondents who self-identified their expertise as a 6 or above 
most frequently selected not very likely (33%). 

• Respondents who self-identified their expertise as a 5 or below 
also most frequently selected not very likely (40%).


